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We are tracking student and staff involvement

with PRIDE tickets.  Every week we will share

how many tickets have landed in the box.  Every

week we hope to increase that number.  Here are

some ways in which YOU can help with that.

1.  Make PRIDE tickets a warm up once a week.

2.  After a group project, have student fill out a

PRIDE ticket for someone in their group.

3.  Pass out five PRIDE tickets to different

students each day encouraging them to see the

positive in someone else.

5.  Every day, make a commitment to pass out a

PRIDE ticket each period.....student of the period

and share what they have done to the class.

6.  Pick a behavior you are looking for and have

the ticket ready...just find the student now! 

 

Let's acknowledge the great behavior and spread

 the positivity on campus!

2nd and 4th Thursday PDSA Cycle

Second Semester is here and it it time to get back to the

PDSA cycle in every department!

Some things to remember!

1.  Each team needs an agreed upon common task or

assignment/assessment.  This does not have to be long!

2.  Every team member needs to come with student

data to  share at the meeting .

3.  This data will lead to two things:  a.  either most

students did not do well and it is possible the question

was not clear or presented correctly or b. discussion on

how teachers presented information if their student

results were higher than others (share best practices).

4.  Make a plan to re-teach (try what worked best) and

re-assess. 

5.  Record best practices so this can be done the first

time next year!

6.  What is the next common task!

The video helps to explain our process!

https://tinyurl.com/r4ve3he

Have fun with the PDSA cycle!

Video Clip to explain this process

PRIDE PROGRESS
you can turn in pride tickets in M1, C2, F1, counseling, and S10.

WASC VISIT-Feb 24 & 25
IT IS GETTING CLOSER!

Based on first five data, %  of teachers

who have a learning objective posted.  

First five is back on!

SEMESTER 2 REMINDERS
1.  Review classroom expectations with students

2.  Review grading policies

3.  Team building activities-you may have some new students

4.  Check the link in the weekly preview for more ideas! 

 



REMINDERS
Please use the Yellow Pass for students to be out of class
or your own classroom pass system. Get more Yellow
Hall Pass booklets from Michele in C2 if you run out.

Take attendance within 5 minutes beginning of class.
Remember to mark students who are late to class tardy
in IC. 

Please stand in doorway during passing periods and
encourage students to get to class on time!

Discipline is the slow, ongoing, sometimes
time-consuming task of helping students

see the sense of acting in certain ways.

Tier One Strategies:
Physical Proximity

Signal/non-verbal cue
Direct eye contact
Planned ignoring

Praise the appropriate behavior
Redirect

Support for procedures/routines
Re-teach

Differential reinforcement
Specific and content error correction

Provide choice
Private conference with student 

OPERATIONS

# of suspension

 Responding to student behavior

Stay Calm

Act immediately

Be Consistent 

Be Brief and

respectful

# of parent conferences

# of lunch detention 

# of referrals

93.7 Average Daily

Attendance for the week

# of 1st Period Tardy

CULTURE & CLIMATE
Look for data in the next issue!

Athletics

UPCOMING EVENTS

               CLIMATE OFFICE REMINDERS

1. Students who receive multiple referrals are

receiving regular phone calls home as well as

requests for parent meetings.

2. We will continue to ask parents to help us

decrease the number of referrals their students

are receiving via these meetings. 

3. The Climate Office will make every attempt to

include teachers when possible.

4. Climate is trying to reduce the amount of

tardies through the immediate consequence of

lunch detention.Campus Monitors will  pick up

students  for daily lunch detention starting

Monday 1/27.

5.  SafetyThe Safety Committee delivered small

emergency kits to all classes (Thank you Ms.

Rubert!) 

Feb7-Multicultural Night 5-7PM
Feb 10-No School
Feb 17-No School
Feb 24 & 25-WASC visit
March 4-DoL Mentor Day
March 18-Sophomore DoL presentations

Coming Soon....
Weekly highlights and

game stats!!


